It is shown that automorphisms of some factors of type III , with 0 < 1, corresponding to Kolmogorov quantum dynamical systems of entropic type are strongly clustering.
Introduction
In 1] entropic K-systems are introduced to extend the notion of Kolmogorov systems to quantum theory. We consider quantum systems that evolve under some automorphism and we say that they undergo a complete memory loss if observations become completely independent, the degree of independence being measured by the dynamical entropy of Connes, Narnhofer and Thirring (CNT-entropy) 2].
In 3] it is proved that, as a consequence of complete memory loss, automorphisms of type II 1 von Neumann algebras are strongly asymptotically Abelian.
The restriction on the type of the algebra provided better control over the dynamical entropy. In this paper we reduce the gap by showing that the result remains true for a class of type III factors, with 0 < 1, including quantum mechanical systems in quasifree states.
Classical and Quantum K-Systems
We shall consider quantum dynamical systems (M; ; !) where M is a von Neumann algebra, an automorphism of M and ! a faithful, -invariant state.
In 2] the dynamical entropy h ! ( ; M) of with respect to a nite dimensional subalgebra M M was introduced. Our arguments will be based on a slightly different, not equivalent, entropic functional, denoted by H ! ( ; M), which is introduced (1) We establish some notations and recall a few results.
Let B be an Abelian von Neumann algebra, an automorphism of B and a -invariant state on B. By means of the Gelfand transform, the triple (B; ; ) can be identi ed with an Abelian dynamical system typical of the measure-theoretic approach to classical ergodic theory (see 6]), and its main concepts translated accordingly. In particular, nite partitions P = fp i g p i=1 of a measure space X into p disjoint atoms p i are replaced by nite dimensional subalgebras P = fp i g p i=1 , their minimal projectionŝ p i corresponding to the characteristic functions i (x) of the atoms p i .
Given a measure on X, the characteristic functions can be represented as multi- De nition 1 1. Let B be an Abelian von Neumann algebra acting on some Hilbert space and P = fp i g p i=1 a nite dimensional subalgebra. Given a state on B, the entropy S (P) of P B with respect to the state is given by:
(p i ) log (p i ) : (2) It increases under inclusion, namely P 1 P 2 ) S (P 1 ) S (P 2 ) .
2. Let Q = fq j g q j=1 B and P _ Q denote the subalgebra of B generated by the minimal projections fp iqj g i;j (the re nement of P and Q). The conditional entropy of P given Q, S (PjQ) = S (P _ Q) ? S (Q) ; (3) is positive and continuous with respect to both arguments. Moreover, under inclusion, it increases in the rst argument and decreases in the second one. ?j (P) be the re nement of n consecutive iterations (the limit n ! +1 in this and similar expressions is to be understood with respect to the strong-operator topology). The Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy of (with respect to P): h ( ; P) = lim n!+1 1 n S (P 0 n?1 ) ; (4) is well de ned and corresponds to the average information gain about P provided by the dynamics with respect to the state . 5 . Let P l k = W k j=l ?j (P) . Then, the remote past of P B, also called the tail of P, is the von Neumann subalgebra arising from the (strong-operator) limit Tail(P) = lim l!+1 lim k!+1 P l k : ?j (P) ; (6) together with the properties of the conditional entropy permits to write:
3. From subadditivity, S (P 0 k?1 ) k S (P) , where P B is any nite dimensional algebra and any automorphism of B, it follows that h ( ; P) S (P) : (8) Let now P l k (n) = W k j=l ?jn (P), n > 0, and notice that, when n ! +1, P ? (n) is eventually contained in Tail(P). Therefore, if (B; ; ) is a K-system, then (see 1]):
This means that S (P 0 k?1 (n)) becomes additive asymptotically: lim n!+1 S (P _ ?n (P) _ : : : _ ?n(k?1) (P)) = k S (P) 8k 2 IN : 5. K-system are among the most random classical dynamical systems, randomness showing up in the rate of decorrelation. For instance, they are all kind of mixing 6], the so called strong mixing of classical ergodic theory (we warn the reader that there is a formally similar expression in quantum statistical mechanics which is termed weak mixing) corresponding to: (10) De nition 2 We say that a quantum dynamical system (M; ; !) is stationarily coupled with an Abelian dynamical system (B; ; ) when there exists a state on the von Neumann algebra M B which is invariant under the automorphism of M B and, when restricted to M, respectively to B, reduces to ! , respectively to , namely j M = !, j B = . 
3. By using the modular automorphism ! of ! (assumed to be faithful), the stateŝ ! i contributing to the decompositions in (13) 
!(x i ) ;m 2 M : (15) De nition 3 The entropy of every nite dimensional subalgebra M M with respect to ! is de ned to be 2, 10]:
where S(!j M ) = ?Tr f!j M log !j M g is the von Neumann entropy of the state !j M and the supremum is computed over all possible decompositions of the state !. 
The extension to more subalgebras is straightforward and leads, in the CNT theory, Remark 5 In the last case the result extends to the Abelian algebra C ; generated by the projections corresponding to the unit vectorc = (cos cos ; cos sin ; sin ).
In fact, it is a general fact that if a nite dimensional subalgebra is rotated, M ! UMU ?1 , it has the same entropy with respect to the rotated state U!U ?1 and that it is given by the rotated optimal decomposition: (38) where (7) and (29) have been used. Let R = Tail(P). Since fC1lg R P ? and the conditional entropy decreases as the second argument becomes larger, using Remark 1.1, (38) and (20) Let Q = W n2Z Z n (P) be the von Neumann algebra generated by the orbit of P and denote the restrictions of and to Q by the same symbols. The new dynamical triple (Q; ; ) together with the generating subalgebra P( Q) and the same stationary coupling , can be used to get close to H ! ( n ; M) up to 2 > 0. Now, consider the subalgebra P _ R (compare De nition 1.2) and the product measure~ on P _R de ned by~ (pr) = (p) (r),p 2 P ;r 2 R . By using (3) and (11) the inequality (40) reads S(~ j P _R ; j P _R ) = S (P) + S (R) ? S (P _ R) 1 + 2 :
The relative entropy of two states ! 1;2 on a C algebra A enjoys the following lower bound 9]:
Therefore, we can estimate:
| {z } Proof: Notice that both Q and R = Tail(P) are strongly closed as von Neumann (sub)algebras. Therefore, givenq 2 Q, choose n 2 IN andq n 2 W n j=?n j (P) such that ((q ?q n ) (q ?q n )) 
Since1l p is in the centre of M B, hence invariant under , we can construct a positive linear map : B ! M and its adjoint y : M ! B, as follows:
:
Notice that, given P = fp i g B, the decomposition !( ) = P i i!i ( ) in (13) has
Lemma 2 Let (M B;
; ) be a stationary coupling between the noncommutative dynamical system (M; ; !) and the classical dynamical system (B; ; ).
Let : B ! M be the mapping de ned in (44). Then, = .
Proof: Since = (stationary coupling) and ! = !, it follows that = and ! = ! .
Next, takep 2 B,m 2 M observe that the set ?i=2 ! (M) is (norm) dense in M.
The result then follows from 
Corollary 1 ensures us that, by choosing k large enough,
Further, varyingŷ, the set spanned by ?i=2
Let M be a nite dimensional subalgebra of an entropic K-system (M; ; !). According to Proposition 1, we expect them to be better and better approximated with increasing n by the minimal projections fp j g M j=1 of the generator P of the classical system (Q n ; n ; n ) which nearly gives H ! ( n ; M). The clue is given by the map n : Q n ! M and its adjoint, together with the next lemma where the dependence on the time step n is put into evidence (in the following, we shall not indicate the dependence of Q and on n). 
from which the result follows by applying (48) and by relabelling thep j 's. In fact, the l.h.s. holds due to the assumption and Remark 6.3, and if the implication holds we can conclude the proof by means of Remark 9.3.
Letm k denote k (m) for allm 2 M and k 2 ZZ. Upon using the modular relation 
Because of Lemma 2 and of ! = !, we also have:
The operators n (p i k (p j )), i; j = 1; 2; 3, are positive and such that 
! (x n;k ij ? k (â j )x n;k ij k (â j )) (x n;k ij ? k (â j )x n;k ij k (â j )) We choose k large enough in order to use the result of Corollary 1. Then, we observe that
In order to arrive at the estimates (63) and (64), we notice that (61) above establishes an order relation among the positive linear functionals (not normalized states on M)
! (x n;k i )m) ;x n;k i = n ( k (p i )) : Namely, ! ij ! i , respectively ! ij ! k i . We can thus apply the noncommutative Radon-Nykodim theorem ( 14, Par. 
Because of (59), we can nd a suitable ( 1 ; 2 ) 1;2 !0 ?! 0 and estimate
The conclusion follows from (66) and the equality ! i=2
! (x n i )t ijmtij : 2
As for Theorem 1, strong asymptotic Abelianness can be extended from the particular class of projectionsp ;f to all matrix units in M and thus to the entire set of its projections.
Theorem 2 If the dynamical system (M; ; !) in the class de ned by (49) and (50) is an entropic K-system, then it is strongly clustering.
Proof: see the appendix.
Generalization to Quasifree States
The von Neumann algebra M of the previous sections arises as a useful mathematical tool when dealing with a system of in nitely many fermions in a state !. Letâ(f), a (f) be the creation and annihilation operators of a fermion in the state jf > of the one-particle (separable) Hilbert space H. Choose an orthonormal basis fjh j >g 1 j=1 of H and construct the operators:
ij constitute a system of matrix units (see for instance 8]) generating a two dimensional matrix algebra M (k) isomorphic to M 2 (C). As for di erent k and l the corresponding algebras M (l) and M (k) commute, the algebra A F;n (H) generated by theâ \ (h k ), k = 1; : : :; n is isomorphic to N n k=1 (M 2 (C)) k . We call A F;1 the algebra of polynomials of whatever degree inâ \ (h k ) and consider the von Neumann algebra A F = ! (A 1 ) 00 that arises from the strong closure of A F;1 in the GNS representation based on a faithful state !. Be it the quasifree state de ned by the two-point functions
Then, it is invariant under the group of quasifree automorphisms t ! of A 1 given by
Moreover, i ! (â (f)) =â (e ?ĥ f) , hence ! , when implemented on the GNS Hilbert space H ! , coincides with the (unique) modular automorphism of !:
where ! is the modular operator of ! on H ! (see 15] for an analogous treatment).
If we now assume that the one-particle Hamiltonianĥ has a purely point spectrum with eigenvectors jh j >, then we are exactly in the case discussed in section 4 and 5.1. Therefore, if A F is equipped with an automorphism that commutes with ! and such that (A F ; ; !) is an entropic K-system, then the quasifree Fermi system is strongly clustering.
In classical K-systems a memory-loss mechanism manifests itself in that the average information provided by repeated experiments gets lost if the interval between them lasts long enough. To the e ectiveness of such a mechanism there correspond clustering properties, a sign that events tend to become independent, which are the strongest in a hierarchy of possibilities (see 6]). The same characterization carried over to quantum dynamical systems and the previous results imply that a Fermi system in a quasifree state ! whose modular operator ! has pure point spectrum is strongly clustering whenever its evolution makes it an entropic K-system. Hence, it is strongly asymptotically Abelian, which in quantum mechanics well expresses the increasing independence of time-separated physical occurrences.
The restriction on the spectrum of ! is rather severe, for in statistical mechanics one is usually confronted with absolutely continuous spectrum as is the case when the quasifree state reads: !(â (f)â(g)) = Z IR 3 dp g (p)f(p) 1 1 + e h(p) ; (ĥf)(p) = h(p)f(p) in momentum space representation.
None the less, the quasifree case can be handled in full generality by means of the previous results. Letĥ = divide its continuous spectrum into a sequence of disjoint intervals h j ? ; h j + ) in such a way that the sequence of orthogonal projectionsĤ j; = R h j + h j ? dĤ h ful lls:
If we now choose orthonormal bases fjh j;k >g in each one of the orthogonal subspaceŝ H j H, we can construct A F as done before by considering the matrix unitsê j;k rs associated with the creation and annihilation operatorsâ \ (h j;k ). The main di erence is that, unlike the previous case, the two dimensional algebra M j;k spanned by theê j;k rs 's is not invariant under the modular automorphism ! , so that a conditional expectation E : A F ! M j;k that preserves the state ! as that used in Proposition 2 cannot exist because of Takesaki's theorem. What we can do is to consider the restriction ! j;k of the state ! to the subalgebra M j;k and construct the adjoint i y : A F ! M j;k of the embedding i : M j;k ! A F according to (41):
The adjoint map i y respects the state, but does not ful l i y (ŷ 1xŷ2 ) =ŷ 1 i y (x)ŷ 2 8ŷ 1 ;ŷ 2 2 M j;k ; 8x 2 A F :
Such a property is satis ed by the conditional expectation of Proposition 2 and was used to arrive at an asymptotic behaviour like in (48). Proof: By means of the KMS condition and of the fact that (n) = !(n) when n 2 N, for allm 2 M we derive:
Therefore i y n 1mn2 ) ?n 1 i y (m)n 2 ?i=2 (n) equals i y n 1mn2 ? i=2
The set ?i=2 (n) is dense in N when we varyn in N, thus, using the inequalities (72) and taking the supremum of the last expression over alln 2 N with knk = 1, we can construct the required function 1 ( ) and estimate ki y (n 1mn2 ) ?n 1 i y (m)n 2 k 1 ( ) : 
The expectation values tend to zero by letting n ! +1 (more precisely 1;2 ! 0) and ! 0. This is so because of Lemma 9, (72) and of the asymptotic behaviour
and from the nite dimensionality of A j;k rs as in (48) (73) for all ; 2 0; 2 ), whereq k 13 (and similar notations) is short for k acting onq 13 where depends on the state^ , on , on the rotationV and is determined by the request that the corresponding decomposition be optimal for H ! (A ) in the limit ! 0.
We need only to prove that, say, + takes every value in 0; 2 ) since, then, a free variation of the parameters is possible and the proof is completed. In order to ensure that this is indeed the case we recall Lemma 5 and use the unitary operator 
